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ABSTRACT
In this paper we will discuss the current status of coherent integration with the Navy Prototype Optical Inter-
ferometer (NPOI).1 Coherent integration relies on being able to phase reference interferometric measurements,
which in turn relies on making measurements at multiple wavelengths.We first discuss the generalized group-delay
approach, then the meaning of the resulting complex visibilities and then demonstrate how coherent integration
can be used to perform very precision measurement of stellar properties. For example, we demonstrate how we
can measure the diameter of a star to a precision of one part in 350, and measure properties of binary stars. The
complex phase is particularly attractive as a data product because it is not biased in the same way as visibility
amplitudes.
1. INTRODUCTION
At the 2004 and 2006 SPIE meetings we demonstrated
how to coherently integrate NPOI1 data by fitting a
model of the fringes to the raw data and using the fit-
ting parameters to coherently integrate the complex vis-
ibilities from individual frames.2, 3 This discussion was
also published in a separate paper.4 In this paper we
take a different approach to fringe tracking which is
an extension of the conventional group-delay approach,
but including the atmospheric dispersion as well as
time-dependence in the group-delay calculation. This
is discussed in Section 2. We then discuss the meaning
of the resulting coherently integrated complex visibili-
ties, including the phase (Section 4), and the amplitude
(Section 5). We then show two examples of how to use
complex visibilities for scientific measurements, includ-
ing an precise diameter measurement (Section 7) and
precise measurements on a binary star (Section 8), be-
fore concluding.
The Navy Prototype Optical Inter-
ferometer (NPOI),1 located in Flagstaff, AZ, measures
fringes by scanning the optical path-difference across
several fringe periods (usually between one and eight)
and using photon-counting avalanche photo diodes to
detect the photons and bin them according to fringe
phase at up to 32 different wavelengths in three differ-
ent spectrographs. This produces a regular array every
2 ms with fringe phase along one dimension and wave-
length along the other dimension, making it easy to
process the arrays with Fourier-based techniques. For
technical reasons the NPOI data has been restricted to
16 wavelength channels in two spectrographs in recent
years, and those are the data we will show here. It is
important however that NPOI measures many channels
(which we will define as approximately ten or more) be-
cause it is this multi-wavelength capability which makes
coherent integration possible and interesting. Coherent
integration consists of two primary steps, as outline in
Figure 1. The first step uses the data to estimate the
fringe phase whereas the second step uses the estimate
of the fringe phase together with the data to produce
coherently integrated visibilities, as outline in the next
two sections.
2. GENERALIZED GROUP-DELAY
FRINGE FINDING
The traditional group-delay is defined as the vacuum
delay, d, which best aligns the fringes in different wave-
bands. If a delay is applied, a fringe at wavelength λ is
rotated by
θ =
2pid
λ
(1)
We can add the visibilities at different wavelengths,
X + iY =
∑
i
(X + iY )ie
−θi (2)
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Figure 1. An overview of the coherent integration procedure. It
consists of two primary steps. The first is the determination of
the fringe phase, and the second is the coherent integration using
the measured fringe phase.
whereX and Y are the cosine and sine transforms of the
photon data, and related to the visibility as V˜ = X+iY
N
,
whereN is the total number of photons. The sum is over
different wavelength channels. The group-delay is then
defined as the value of d which maximizes |X + iY |
2
.
An algorithm similar to this is implemented in the
NPOI real-time fringe-tracking system,5 and the best
group-delay can be found quickly because it involves a
linear search over a single parameter.
We can generalize this simple approach to fringe
tracking by including more parameters in Equation 1,
allowing them to vary as a function of time, and making
the sum in Equation 2 to be over multiple consecutive
exposures.
First, a more realistic functional form for the vari-
ation of the phase with wavelength should include the
dispersive atmosphere,
θi =
2pi(d+ (n(λi)− 1)a)
λi
(3)
We can also include time-variation of the parameters d,
and a. We allow them to vary as Legendre polynomials
(which are defined in the interval [−1; 1]), e.g.
d(t− t0) =
nd−1∑
i=0
eiL
(
2(t− t0)
T
)
and
a(t− t0) =
na−1∑
i=0
biL
(
2(t− t0)
T
)
Where we are modeling the time-variation of d and a
over the time-interval of length T . We can then de-
termine a set of parameters, {ei} and {bi} which best
models the wavelength and time-variation of the fringes
over a short time-interval.
We find this best set of model parameters by maxi-
mizing the quantity |X + iY |2, where
X + iY =
M∑
j=1
N∑
i=1
(Xij + iYij) e
−θij
Where j counts time, and i counts wavelengths. Our
claim is then that fitting this more complicated fringe
phase function to a set of frames can produce a better
estimate of the phase of the central frame of the set. We
estimate dij and aij for the central frame. In this way
we estimate d and a for nearly all the data frames in
the data sets. We also record the phase φ = 6 X + iY .
3. COHERENT INTEGRATION
To coherently integrate we rotate the individual com-
plex quantities (Xij + iYij) by the angle
θij =
2pi (dj + aj(n(λi)− 1))
λi
− φj (4)
where i counts wavelength, and j counts the frames
(exposures) over which we are coherently integrating
(typically 10’s of thousands). The coherent integration
looks like this
Xi + iYi =
M∑
j=1
(Xij + Yij) e
θij (5)
We also sum the photon counts,
Ni =
M∑
j=1
Nij
The complex visibility at each wavelength can then be
computed as
V˜i =
Xi + iYi
Ni
and the squared visibility and visibility phase (at each
wavelength) can be computed as
V 2i = 4
X2i + Y
2
i −Ni
N2i
(assuming Poisson statistics) and
φi = tan
−1(Yi/Xi)
where one must be careful to consider the quadrant of
φi for it to range over the full [0; 2pi[ range, for ex-
ample by using the function atan2(Y,X) available in
some form in most computer languages. To consider
non-Poisson statistics one must replace the subtracted
N in Equation 3 with the actual estimated Bias. How-
ever, in most practical situations, the bias is smaller
than the uncertainty and can thus be ignored. For that
reason it is usually not necessary to consider the details
of the bias statistics either. Effectively, coherently inte-
grated squared visibilities do not have a bias - at least
not one large enough to need to correct, except in cases
of extremely small visibility amplitudes.
When coherently integrating it is not possible to
coherently integrate on the same data used for fringe
tracking. If that is done, a bias similar to the bias in in-
coherent V 2 averaging is introduced. We can overcome
this problem by sub-dividing the data sets. For exam-
ple, we can separate the data set into even-numbered
channels and odd-numbered channels (as illustrated in
Figure 2b), track fringes in each set, and use that infor-
mation to coherently integrate the channels in the other
set. This is a form of wavelength bootstrapping. How-
ever it is not very efficient in that for each channel we
now only track fringe using half of the available data.
A more computationally intensive approach which pro-
duces better signal-to-noise ratio is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2a, the fringe finding is repeated for each channel,
each time leaving out only that channel.
An example of what the coherent integration pro-
cess looks like is shown in Figure 3. This figure illus-
trates the rotation and coherent averaging of complex
visibilities. In the top panel are plotted the raw coher-
ent visibilities. In the bottom panel are plotted the same
visibilities after rotation as well (thick vector) the aver-
age of those visibilities. The amplitude of the coherent
average is smaller than the average of the amplitudes of
the individual complex visibilities, with the difference
due to the imperfect rotation of the complex visibilities.
This effect of reducing the visibility amplitude when
coherently integrating, because of phase noise, will be
discussed in Section 5.
λ
(b)
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Figure 2. Illustration of two approaches to fringe finding and co-
herent integration which bootstraps the phase in one wavelength
channel from phase measurements in other wavelength channels.
4. THE COHERENT PHASE
Next we consider the phase of the coherently integrated
visibilities. Following the simple procedure above, the
phase on each baseline is composed of the following
components,
φ = φsource + φinstr + φatm (6)
which are the source phase (the one we are interested
in), an instrumental phase caused by mismatch between
the two light paths of the interferometer (in particu-
lar glass windows), and a residual atmospheric phase.
Note that these three phases are additive. Thus, we
can determine the instrumental phase plus an arbitrary
amount of atmospheric phase by observing a calibrator
which has zero source phase. Subtracting the measured
phase of a calibrator star thus eliminates the instrumen-
tal term, but leaves the atmospheric term. We know the
exact form of the atmospheric term, because it looks
like Equation 3. Figure 4 shows the instrumental phase
recorded from a calibrator star. An important observa-
tion is that the phase of the coherently integrated visi-
bilities is not biased like the amplitude is. This means
that the raw photon-counting-based uncertainty of the
phase is the actual uncertainty. The uncertainty of the
phase can be shown to be
σφi =
1√
2NiV 2i
Where Ni is the total number of photons in channel
i over the coherently integrated interval, and Vi is the
raw coherently integrated visibility amplitude.
Figure 3. Illustration of the process of phasor rotation and co-
herent integration. In the top panel are the raw coherent visibil-
ities for 100 short observations of the star νOph. In the bottom
panel the visibilities have been rotated, and the thick phasor is
their average. The circle segment shows the average amplitude of
the individual visibilities, demonstrating that phase noise reduces
the coherently integrated visibility.
Figure 4. Example of an instrumental phase measured by ob-
serving a calibrator star.
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Figure 5. Illustration of the reduction of the coherently inte-
grated visibility amplitude relative to the raw visibility ampli-
tude. This reduction is due to the finite precision in the determi-
nation of rotation phases.
5. THE COHERENT AMPLITUDE
The coherent amplitude is reduced due to phase noise
in the determination of the rotation phase. As illus-
trated in Figure 5 coherent integration causes an ad-
ditional amplitude reduction due to the phase noise in
determining the appropriate rotation of the individual
phasors.
In order to make use of the coherently integrated
visibility amplitudes it is necessary to calibrate them
and correct for the amplitude-reducing effects of the
phase noise. Once this is done, the resulting instrumen-
tal visibilities can be calibrated in the usual manner by
dividing by the amplitude of a calibrator star. The sim-
plest description of the effect of the phase noise can be
based on the distribution of phase errors. If the phase
errors, ∆θ are distributed according to f(∆θ), then the
visibility will be reduced by the factor γ,
γ =
∫
f(∆θ)ei∆θd∆θ
In the case where f(∆θ) is a Gaussian with standard
deviation σθ, the integral reduces to
γ = e−σ
2
θ
If we then assume that a Gaussian is a reasonable
model for the phase noise distribution the next ques-
tion becomes how we measure σθ. Because we measure
more than one (at least two) estimate for the fringe
phase, as illustrated in Figure 2, we can also estimate
the phase noise as the difference between these multi-
ple estimates. However, when doing this it is important
that the function used to represent the fringe phase is
a true description of the fringe phase with the appro-
priate number of degrees of freedom, for example the
expression in Equation 3 which contains both a vacuum
path and an atmosphere path. Figure 6 illustrates how
well amplitude calibration can be performed, and the
importance of choosing an appropriate model for the
fringe phase as a function of wavelength.
In Figure 6 the solid curve is the true instrumen-
tal squared visibility, which is the target for the cal-
ibration of the coherently integrated squared visibil-
ities. The dotted curve represents the coherently in-
tegrated squared visibility obtained by finding fringes
with a model which tracks only vacuum delay (Equa-
tion 1). The dashed curve is the squared visibility co-
herently integrated when the fringe phase was found
using a model which includes both vacuum and atmo-
spheric delay (Equation 3). We notice firs that the sim-
pler model performs marginally better at longer wave-
lengths, whereas the more complex model performs
much better at shorter wavelengths. Because we sub-
divided the wavelength channels into groups, as illus-
trated in Figure 2, we can estimate the uncertainty with
which we have estimated the phase as the difference be-
tween the estimates of these different groups, and use
that with Equation 5 to apply a correction.
The dot-dashed curve is the corrected squared vis-
ibility for the case where a pure vacuum model was
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Figure 6. Amplitude calibration of coherently integrated
squared visibilities. The solid curve is the true instrumental
squared visibility. The dotted curve is the coherently integrated
squared visibility using a vacuum variation of phase only (Equa-
tion 1), whereas the dashed curve uses a model which contains
both vacuum and atmosphere (Equation 3). The dot-dashed
curve is the correction of the dotted curve, whereas the triple-
dot-dashed curve is the correction of the dashed curve.
use for tracking the fringes. We can see that at the red
end of the spectrum it is close to the true instrumental
visibility whereas at the blue end of the spectrum the
correction does not work. The reason for this is that
the simple vacuum-only model is not flexible enough to
reproduce the motion of the fringes at the blue end of
the spectrum due to the variation of the atmosphere in
addition to the vacuum.
On the other hand, when we use a model which in-
corporates both a vacuum term and a atmosphere term,
and correct the squared visibility we obtain the triple-
dot-dashed curve in Figure 6, which closely matches the
true instrumental visibility at all wavelengths. This il-
lustrates the importance of using a model which is able
to correctly represent the variability of the fringe phase,
if that variability is to be used for amplitude calibra-
tion.
There is a case in which we are much less sensitive
to the accuracy of the model, and that is when we are
attempting to calibrate a bootstrapped baseline. One
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Figure 7. It is possible to calibrate the amplitude of a bootstrapped baselines by adding the phase noise from the two bootstrapping
baselines in quadrature. The phase noise on those two baselines is in turn obtained from the ratio of the coherently average and
incoherent squared visibilities.
of the most powerful uses of coherent integration is its
use to improve SNR on baselines which are too faint to
have any distinguishable fringes in individual exposures
because the visibility is very small. In those cases the
fringes cannot be tracked directly, but are instead boot-
strapped from two baselines with which the baseline
forms a closure triangle. If then the incoherent visibil-
ities as well as the coherent visibilities are available on
the two bootstrapping baselines, the ratio can be used
as a measure of the phase noise on the bootstrapping
baselines. When bootstrapping the phase noise adds in
quadrature, and can then be applied to correct the am-
plitude on the bootstrapped baseline. This approach is
less sensitive to using the correct function form of fringe
phase versus wavelength for tracking fringes. However,
it requires the use of the incoherent squared visibili-
ties with associated complications and SNR limitations.
The approach is illustrated in Figure 7.
In Figure 7 we plot squared visibilities as a function
of wavelength for three baselines which form a closure
triangle. In this case we track the fringes on the first two
baselines (panels (a) and (b)), and use that informa-
tion to coherently integrate on the third baseline (panel
(c)). In panels (a) and (b) the solid curves are the co-
herently integrated squared visibilities. In addition, we
estimate the phase noise on the first two baselines by
making use of the incoherent squared visibility (dotted
curves in panels (a) and (b)), and use that information
to bootstrap the phase noise on the third baseline. We
show that this is done correctly by demonstrating that
when the bootstrapped coherently integrated squared
visibility on the third baseline (dashed curve in panel
(c)) is corrected (solid curve), it agrees with the inco-
herent squared visibility (dotted curve). There are thus
multiple approaches to calibrating the coherently inte-
grated visibility amplitudes, each of which make use of
information about the distribution of phases noise in
different ways.
6. REAL-TIME OR
POST-PROCESSING COHERENT
INTEGRATION?
In recent years there has been significant effort towards
real-time coherent integration, or long-term integration
on a detector while stabilizing fringes by some exter-
nal means. Several such systems are now coming online
at the VLTI for example (See e.g. Le Bouquin.6 This
begs the question whether the NPOI coherent integra-
tion approach of measuring many short exposures and
combining them after the fact in post-processing is a
valuable approach for the long-term or whether it is
simply an intermediate step on the way to more sophis-
ticated hardware which performs coherent integration
in real time.
We argue that post-processing coherent integration
Positives Negatives
Real-time •Single detector read
•Fast hardware
•Prediction
•Phase-locking
•No reprocessing
Post-processing
•Slow hardware
•Many detector reads
•Interpolation
•Envelope locking
•Reprocessing possible
Both
•Better SNR
•Phase on all baselines
•New data product
•Meaning of phase
•Effect of phase noise
Table 1. Comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of real-time and post-processing coherent integration. The general
conclusion is that real-time coherent integration is likely more advantageous at infrared wavelenghts, whereas post-processing coherent
integration is likely more advantageous at visible wavelengths.
is not an intermediate step, but that it is in-fact an opti-
mal approach for some types of measurements. In that
case real-time coherent integration is also an optimal
approach under certain conditions. A significant advan-
tage of real-time coherent integration is that it involves
very few detector reads, which means that read-noise
is reduced. This approach should therefore be selected
when possible if the detectors have high read noise, such
as is often the case in the infrared bands.
On the other hand, real-time coherent integration
has the disadvantage that the fringe phase must be
constantly predicted from measurements that have al-
ready been recorded. If a complete data set of short
exposures is already available, then the fringe phase
can be interpolated from future as well as past mea-
surements (and the present measurements can be used
as well of course), which may be a significant advan-
tage when fringe motion is rapid, such as is often the
case at shorter wavelengths. It is also often the case at
shorter wavelengths, that the read noise of the detec-
tors is lower, such that performing many detector reads
does not seriously degrade the data. Table 1 lists some
of the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.
The conclusion is that real-time coherent integration is
likely to be more advantageous at infrared wavelenghts,
whereas post-processing coherent integration is likely to
be more advantageous at visible wavelengths.
7. MEASURING THE DIAMETER OF
A STAR
We will illustrate the use of coherently integrated vis-
ibilities by measuring the diameter of a binary star.
We make use of measurements of the binary star
νOphiuchus on two different days in 2005 and demon-
strate how minimally calibrated data can be used to
Date Time Hour angle
2005/6/29 06:32 -0.396
2005/6/29 06:51 -0.080
2005/6/29 07:03 0.134
2005/6/29 07:17 0.347
2005/6/29 07:28 0.540
2005/7/9 06:12 -0.070
2005/7/9 06:41 0.400
2005/7/9 06:58 0.680
2005/7/9 07:14 0.950
Table 2. List of observations of νOphiuchus.
Figure 8. Layout of the baselines for νOphiuchus. The longest
baseline, E06-W07, contains the zero-crossing.
make very high-precision measurements. Table 2 lists
the observations. Each observation was performed on
five baselines as illustrated in Figure 8. The longest
baseline, E06-W07, contains a visibility zero-crossing.
This zero-crossing is directly related to the uniform-
disk diameter of the star. If we can measure the zero-
crossing very accurately we can therefore measure the
diameter of the star very precisely. However, we cannot
coherently integrate on that baseline directly because
the visibility is small and the SNR thus small also. Fig-
ure 9 shows the real component of the coherently inte-
Figure 9. Coherent integration of the three baselines in the closure triangle separately. It can be seen that the SNR on the W07-E06
baseline is extremely poor.
grated visibility in that case. Instead we must bootstrap
the phase on the long baseline from the measured phase
on the two shorter baselines with which it forms a clo-
sure triangle. The result is shown in Figure 10 and the
SNR is significantly improved.
We can repeat this procedure for all nine observa-
tions and obtain a visibility with good SNR on nice
observations of the long baseline. Because the nine ob-
servations occur at different hour angle, the projected
baseline length will be different. Thus, we expect the
zero-crossings to occur at different wavelengths, which
we do in-fact see in Figure 11. Measuring the location
of the zero-crossing and converting it to a uniform-disk
diameter we can then plot these as a function of the
wavelength of the visibility zero-crossing, and obtain
the star’s diameter as a function of wavelength as illus-
trated in Figure 12. The produces a remarkable preci-
sion of θUD(0.80µm) = 2.6451± 0.0073mas, or a preci-
sion of one part in 364. With only a calibration of the
wavelength scale and no amplitude calibration we have
thus determined the diameter of a star, from nine ob-
servations, to a precision of better than 0.3%, and we
have also mapped the variation of the diameter with
wavelength.
8. MEASURING BINARY STARS
Binary stars contain a visibility phase signature in addi-
tion to the amplitude signature. It is possible to extract
the binary star parameters while considering only the
visibility phase. The advantage of using the visibility
phase is that it does not suffer from the biases of the
visibility amplitude such that the phase often is much
more accurate. A separate paper in these proceedings,
Jorgensen et al. (2008),7 discusses the measurements of
binaries using coherently integrated visibility phases.
9. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have outlined the current approach to
coherent integration at the NPOI. The meaning of the
visibility phase is now well-understood, the visibility
amplitudes can be calibrated, and the resulting coher-
ently integrated visibilities can be used to make high-
precision scientific measurements, as illustrated by the
measurement of the diameter - and it’s variation with
wavelength - of νOphiuchus.
Figure 10. Coherent integration of the three baselines in the closure triangle. In this case the phase on the long baseline, W07-E06,
has been bootstrapped from the two shorter baselines, with the result that the SNR on the baseline is greatly improved.
Figure 11. Plot of the real component (X) of the visibility of all nine observations. The zero-crossing is clearly visible in each
observation.
Figure 12. Diameter of the star as a function of wavelength (solid curve) and the uncertainty range out to one standard deviation
(dotted curves). At λ = 0.80µm the diameter is determined to better than one part in 350.
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